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Dr. Aage Nielson and Mr. Obi Egbuna 
Convocation Speakers Nov. 8 and 15 
The next two convocations, No-
vember 8 and November 15, will 
feature Dr. Aage Rosendahl Niel-
son and Mr. Obi Egbuna, respec-
tively. 
Dr. Nielson, executive director of 
the new experimental college in 
Denmark , has taught or 25 years. 
He began as a teacher in the Danish 
Folk High School movement, the 
Danish equivalent of the adult edu-
cation programs in this country. 
In the early 50's Dr. Nielson was 
active in establishing the Scandi-
navian Seminar, a program design-
ed to bring students from all parts 
of the world into Scandinavia for 
a year's study. 
New Expe!imental 
College Established 
In 1962 D r . Nielson set about to 
establish the new experimental col-
lege. His primary concern was his 
belief that cerl!i.in irrationalities in 
the typical college situation creat-
ed the college drop-out. He was in-
terested in showing that, given a 
different kind of educational en-
,·ironment, the drop-out could in-
deed be a productive student. 
The new experimental college at-
tempts such an environment. The 
college h as grown from its initial 
campus in Copenhagen to include 
two new ClIDpuses in rural Den-
mark. 
Students come to the col1ege from 
all over the world and are respon-
sible not only for their personal 
studies but also for the administra-
tion, curriculum development and 
general operation of the school. 
Dr. Nielson wil1 speak on "'Edu-
caHonal Innovation." 
Dr. Aage R. Niel on 
Obi Egbuna, Nigerian Playwright 
Mr. Obi Egbuna, who will visit 
the Beaver campus for two weeks, 
Nov. 10-24, is Nigeria's newest play-
wright. 
His visit inaugurates a Beaver 
College community service: a Com-
monwealth Cultural Exchange, 
whereby students, teachers, and po-
licymakers in the humanities, social 
~ciences and natural sciences from 
all over the English-speaking world 
get to know each other through in-
formal meetings and the use of mass 
media. 
The topic for Mr. Egbuna's con-
vocation speech has not been de-
cided. 
Danforth Lecturer Will Speak Tonight 
Prospects of Russian Youth Is Topic 
by PHYLLIS McKEON 
Dr. Nicholas Goncharoff, visiting 
Danforth lecturer, will speak 0 n 
"Russian Youth: Problems and 
Prospects," tonight at 7:30 p.m., in 
Murphy Chapel. 
During his stay at Beaver, Dr. 
Goncharoff has spoken at informal 
meetings sponsored by Kappa Delta 
Pi, national education honorary, 
YMCA groups in West Germany 
and was serving as secretary in 
Germany to the Russian Student 
Christian Movement. From 1950 to 
1952 he directed the YMCA's lead-
ership training r'"ogram in the 
American and French zones of Ger-
many. 
A year after his arrival in the 
United States in 1952, Dr. Gonchar-
Dr. Nicholas Goncharoff 
and the Literature; East and West 
course, as well as in the Tuesday 
convocation. His topics for discus-
sion have centered around the .so-
viet society and its development 
through education and literature. 
Dr. Goncharoff, who is Secretary 
for Educational and Cultural Af-
fairs of the National Council of 
YMCA's, was born in Kiev, Rus-
sia, attended the University of 
Odessa, and received a Ph. D. in 
Philosophy and History from the 
University of Munich. He came to 
the United States in 1952 and was 
naturalized in 1957. 
In a German Refugee Camp 
The YMCA became an interest to 
Dr. Goncharoff While he was in a 
German refugee camp following 
World War II. By 1948 he had be-
come president of the 19 Russian 
off became connected with the Na-
tional Council YMCA public af-
fairs program. He now also repre-
sents the National Council of YM-
CA's at the United Nations, as part 
of the non-governmental organiza-
tions program of cooperation witlh 
the United Nations. 
In an attempt to bring to North 
Americans a new awareness of the 
basic problems and conflicts facing 
the world and the relevance of 
Christian principles to them, Dr. 
GoncharoIf has conducted a series 
of seminars for the YMCA on the 
theme "Youth's Role in a Revolu-
tionary World." 
He has also toured the world, 
studying the needs of youth in 19 
countries of Europe, Asia, Africa, 
and the Middle East, and has 
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UNIQUE LANGUAGE IS TOOL OF GERTRUDE STEIN 
'Dr. Faustus Lights 
The Lights' Nov. 15-20 
by HANNAH C. GOLDMAN 
There is a character, Doctor 
Faustus, "who knows everything 
Cl n do everything . . . and if [he] 
had taken [his] time, [he] would 
have known how to make white 
electric light and day-light and 
night light." There is the inevitable 
devil, Mephisto, and there is Doc-
tor Faustus's dog who says "Thank 
you," there is Marguerite Ida and 
Helena Annabel who is all one per-
son (most of the time), and she is 
bitten by a viper and sent to Doc-
tor Faustus by the Country Woman. 
Then, there is A Man from over the 
seas who addresses Marguerite Ida 
and Helena Annabel as "pretty 
pretty dear," there is another Boy, 
A Girl, and A Woman, and there is 
a Ballet of Lights, and a Chorus. 
But, primarily, there is language, 
words, sounds which convey a 
meaning, symbols which communi-
cate ideas. The difficulty lies in the 
realization that Gertrude Stein does 
not usually employ a conventional 
set of symbols; rather, she con-
structs her own private, subjective 
hierarchy of sounds, and demands 
an audience who will respond to 
her; she makes no concession to 
convention. But, for an audience 
who will give themselves into her 
world of intricate and patterned 
sound, there is the possibility of in-
finite verbal deligh t. 
things and departed. On the next 
day, her mail brought a postcard 
from Professor James: 'Dear Miss 
Stein, I understand perfectly how 
you feel. I often feel like that my-
self.' Affixed to the blithe message 
was her mark for the course, a 
higher grade than any received by 
those who had stuck with the ques-
tions to the weary end of the ex-
amination period." ("The Third 
Rose," John Malcolm Brinnin). 
Attended Med School 
Following Radcliffe, Miss Stein 
attended Johns Hopkins as a medi-
New Little Theatre 
Scen_e _of .l::fer Play 
terludes created by two world wars, 
she remained until her death in 
1946. Gl Rue de Fleurus became a 
center of artistic life in Paris. Her 
picture-lined atelier became the 
focal point of activity for the soon-
to-be-great giants of twentieth-
century painting: Derain, G r is, 
Braque, Matisse, and Picasso, par-
ticularly Picasso. Literary greats, 
as yet undiscovered, also came to 
see Stein - Hemingway, Sherwood 
Gertrude Stein, born in 1874, at-
tended Radcliffe College as a mem-
ber of the class of 1898 where she 
was admitted, as an undergraduate, 
into a graduate seminar conducted 
by William James. An amusing 
anecdote of this period indicates the 
highly individual personality that 
developed early: "On the day of 
final examu'ations, sitt:: caUlt:: il1to 
the room, perused the questions 
along with the rest of her class-
mates, and calmly wrote across the 
top of her examination book: 'Dear 
Professor James, I am so sorry but 
really I do not feel like an examina-
tion paper in philosophy today.' 
Before the eyes of her curious 
classmates, she then picked up her 
Rehearsal begins in the New Little Theatre. Cast prepare for "Dr. Faustus 
Lights the Lights." 
cal student. This phase of her life 
en~ed ignobly when she flunked a 
final examination just prior to be-
ing graduated; she refused the op-
portunity of attending summer 
school - "she was bored beyond 
her own salvation." (Brinnin). 
In 1903, Gertrude and Leo (her 
brother) Stein established a resi-
dence at 27 Rue de Fleurus in Paris, 
and there, with the exception of in-
Annual Song Contest and Sopb Hop 
Combined for 'Swinging Weekend' 
by CAROL HESSELBACHER 
In conjunction with Be a v e r ' s 
movement toward different and in-
teresting activities, Song Contest 
has been combined with the Soph 
Hop activities this year, to make a 
"swingin' weekend." Plans are well 
under way for all activities, and the 
excitement being generated is evi-
denced by the signs for Song Con-
test committees and long lists of 
~ingers, as well as the numerous 
Soph Hop committee meetings and 
long sophomore class meetings. 
Pat Wood, chairman of Son g 
Contest, is getting the classes or-
ganized, acquainting them with the 
rules, and setting up the other ar-
1 angements. Song Contest leaders 
and accompanists were elected from 
the upper classes last spring. They 
are: Senior-Lynn Reininger, lead-
er, and Beth Fling, accompanist; 
Junior-Rosalie Swed lin , I e a d e r , 
and Alison Brown, accompanist; 
Sophomore-Ann Archino, leader, 
and Marilyn Schwab, accompanist. 
The freshmen elected their leader, 
Pat Moschetta, and accompanist, 
Jane Leff, at their first class meet-
ing this year. 
Each class is now in the process 
of selecting a theme and, upon this 
theme, writing ditties, a pep song, 
a class song, and a serenade. Ban-
ners and flags are also being de-
signed to execute the theme. 
Added Tasks for Upperclassmen 
Additional duties belong to the 
seniors and the sophomores. The 
seniors must sing, in addition to 
their other songs, a class hymn and 
all songs from past Song Contests 
for which they have won awards. 
The sophomores must deal with the 
time-worn dilemma of deciding 
what to wear, since this year they 
choose their class outfit. As fresh-
men, all wear green skirts, white 
blouses, and DINKS! 
Rehearsals will begin on Novem-
ber 28 and will continue until De-
cember 8, the day before the con-
test. The seniors and freshmen will 
have seven rehearsals, while jun-
iors and sophomores have only six. 
The tug-of-war to determine the 
order in which the class flags will 
be flown will be held on Wednes-
day, December 7 at 4:30. Miss 
Kupprat will referee the battles. 
Flags will then be flown on Decem-
ber 8 and 9. 
To add a little extra spirit to the 
festivities, the Sophomore Class is 
sponsoring a bonfire to be held be-
fore the contest. An interclass com-
mittee is working on plans for this. 
Working with Pat Wood are com-
mittee chairmen Karen Hanefeld , 
Judges; Beth Courtney, Programs; 
Gayla Pyburn, Publicity; Margaret 
Campo, Tickets; Judy Finney and 
Nancy Wooster, Records; Holly 
Hoffman, Cups and Ushers; Chris 
Clark, Tug-of-War. 
A Correction 
In the October 5 issue of the 
Beaver New, it was stated that 
Dr. Harry Wilkinson of the Mu-
sic Department pre v i 0 u sly 
taught at West Chester S tat e 
College. 
Dr. Wilkinson is still a full-
time faculty member there, and 
teaches at Beaver only on Tues-
day and Thursday mornings. 
Anderson, F. Scott Fitzgerald -but 
it was with the painters that she es-
tablished her finest rapport, and 
Picasso was probably her closest 
friend. She was purchasing Picas-
sos when Picasso was spelled with 
a small "p." 
Stein's association with Picasso 
went much further than friendship. 
She was attempting to do with lan-
guage what he was doing with 
paint. "Gertrude Stein ". pro-
ceeded to use words as if they were 
unencumbered plastic entities of 
such and such texture, weight and 
resilience. Like the cubists who 
wanted to achieve a 'pure' art, she 
set for herself the goal of a 'pure' 
literature and won for herself a 
language inscrutable to inquiry on 
both logical and semantic levels ... 
She uses words as if they had no 
history ... Gertrude Stein had 
embarked on a path along which 
no other writer in English would 
follow. By deliberately limiting her 
writer's equipment, by destroying 
the connotative vitality of words, 
she had thrown away those proper-
ties of language which give the lit-
erary artist the advantage of defin-
iteness in color, tone, gravity, and 
the opportunity for precision." 
(Brinnin) 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1) 
Alumnae launches 
1966 Fund-a-Thon; 
Goal Is $75,000 
This year the Alumnae Associa-
tion will be conducting a "Fund-a-
Thon" as part of their annual drive 
for contributions. 
The "Fund-a-Thon," which of-
ficially began October 24, will con-
tinue through November 17. Its ac-
tivity will center around 24 tele-
phones set up across from the busi-
ness office, which will be used to 
call every available alumnae in or-
der to make a closer personal con-
tact for contributions. 
It has also been pointed out that 
the Alumnae Association now has 
an anonymous matching gift of 25 
cents for each alumnae dollar do-
nated, and $1,000 for each percen-
tage of participation raised over 
last year. 
Page Two 
Extra-Curricular 
'Happenings' 
The doors are open, yet who dares to cross 
the threshold? 
In a past editorial we have commended the 
efforts made by those concerned to unify the 
three branches of the college community -
students, faculty and administration. However. 
we feel that an impersonal atmosphere still 
pervades. The strengthening of the relation-
ships of these three groups has only begun on 
a formal level, and has gone no further. 
In a college as small as ours, one expects 
close personal ties to develop among the three 
levels, yet what we see are three independent 
entities merely "getting along." There is no 
one to blame, and we feel that it is not too 
late to try to rectify the situation. Following 
are a few of our proposals for definite action. 
One idea currently being successfully insti-
tuted at a number of American colleges, is the 
"shadow school." This is an out-of-the-class-
room informal yet somewhat structured class. 
Taught by any knowledgable instructor, be it 
a freshman or a Ph.D., these "extra-curricular 
happenings" can, and should, be tried on our 
campus. 
Our students are interested in stimulating 
discussions and thought-provoking topic.;;. We 
do talk about things other than our weekend 
dates and the latest hit recording group. We 
read newspapers, go to symphonies, take an 
interest in politics. Our education continues 
beyond the classroom building. 
It is our hope and proposal to start a num-
ber of these spontaneous classes, where fac-
ulty and students are on an equal basis, not 
pressured by grades or requirements. Out of 
class we can get to know one another on a 
more personal, real and, hopefully, more in-
tellectual level. 
We realize that these "happenings" will not 
develop without prompting. So, expect some 
coaxing. 
We are planning to secure a prominently 
located bulletin board on which there will be 
notification of what "shadow classes" will be 
started. How will we know who is willing to 
lead, or who is desirous of discussing a cer-
tain topic? Students and faculty will post their 
interests and a suggested time and place on 
our bulletin board, open for perusal by all. 
For example, the interests could range from 
a discussion of psychedelic drugs to a slide 
showing of a recent trip, to bridge lessons, to 
an out of class course you may have always 
wanted to take but had no room to schedule 
it, to a discussion of college beautification, to 
a talk about Baroque music, to existentialism, 
to Japanese cooking ... to whatever strikes 
your fancy. 
The whole purpose of this idea is to seek 
out those who are willing to share their in-
terests and knowledge with others. We all 
have to discover the tremendous amount of 
resources available; hopefully, our bulletin 
board will make the search a little easier. 
"The growth of the shadow college . . . 
represents a reaction to the stiff formality of 
the conventional classroom, the aridity and ir-
relevance - in the student's view - of much 
of the official curriculum (Time, October 21, 
1966) . 
Already steps are being taken in this direc-
tion. In the next few days you will see fac-
ulty members having dinner with students in-
stead of with other members of the faculty at 
their own reserved tables. At first, we, the 
students, will be asking faculty to join us for 
dinner. If our predictions are correct, though, 
they will then be expressing a desire for us 
to join them. 
On Sundays especially we hope the faculty 
with their families will want to come to the 
college and have their Sunday dinner with us. 
It can work. It does work. All it needs is 
enthusiasm and cooperation on both sides. 
If you can't imagine how to "break the ice," 
we offer a suggestion. A group of students 
approach a faculty member and ask him/ her 
to dinner on a certain nigh't. Don't just talk 
about it with your friends as a nebulous, 
sometime idea. If you want to see some action, 
initiate it. 
All evidence seems to suggest that Forum's 
coffee house was a tremendous success. Spon-
taneity, friendliness and! informality combined 
to produce a thoroughly enjoyable evening for 
all - girls with or without dates, and visitors. 
This is one more attempt to try to make the 
Beaver campus a closely-knit one. 
Also in this vein are the Dorm Commi ttee 
sponsored faculty-student "get-togethers." 
A concern is being demonstrated by at least 
three large campus organizations. We complain 
of this being a lifeless, "suitcase schoo!." It is 
gratifying to see that many are interested in 
altering this stereotype. 
BEAVER NEWS 
Cheltenham Playhouse Offers 
'Long Day's Journey into Night' 
by MARY STURGEON 
Ten years after such an experi-
ence as the first American produc-
tion of Eugene O'Neill's "Long 
Day's Journey into Night," one ap-
proaches a performance of this 
"p I a y of old sorrow" fearful lest 
the re-creation mar the original il-
lusion of perfection. Seldom after 
four almost unpunctuated hours of 
vicarious anguish does one float out 
of his seat and, untouched by the 
garish physicality of Broadway, 
walk winged in epiphany. 
The current Cheltenham Play-
house production of O'Neill's auto-
biographical journey should not be 
expected to provide such an exper-
ience. Nor does it. But in the faith-
ful rendering are many remindful 
moments. 
Length of Play A Factor 
The valleys between, in the per-
spective of time, invite more 
thoughtful analysis than that ev-
oked by the original spell, which 
something owed to O'Neill's more 
recent sorrows and his death after 
long decline. This long journey will 
not become a much enacted work 
of America's most distinguished 
playwright unless someone, loving-
ly, finds a way to reduce its play-
ing time to considerably less than 
the usual four hours - a task not 
easy if indeed possible. 
The physical strain on an audi-
ence involved so long in such an 
intimate emotion is more than all 
but the most religious theater-goer 
NEW BOOK SHELF 
or O'Neillophile can support with-
out breaking the mood, even if the 
performers maintain it. Be it said 
it was the opening night audience, 
not the Cheltenham actors who vio-
lated the moment. They evidenced 
the high standards of professional 
theater the Cheltenham Players 
aspire to. 
(Faults to be found, on opening 
night, can be pointed out if not 
confidently attributed. The theater 
is small . Thus the frequent sud-
den bursts of shouted anger might 
better be delivered in controlled 
rather than uninhibited projection. 
The shriek can close the ear though 
intended to reach the heart. One 
might find Mary Tyrone's "Then, 
Mother of God, why do I feel so 
lonely?" more poignant in less 
voice than Inge Warren rings it. 
Particularly in the early mom-
ents the illusion is marred by Miss 
Warren's youthful appearance, ap-
parently unmodified by make-up. 
We are reminded that Jamie Ty-
rone, her son, is 34 years old. It is 
to Miss Warren's credit that she 
makes one forget this reservation as 
she develops the role of O'Neill's 
guilt-haunted mother. 
Family Tyrant Well POl·trayed 
As James Tyrone, the vulnerable 
family tyrant, whose early years of 
poverty drove him to sell his talent 
for security, James Latcham flex-
ibly communicates the hard-soft, 
love-hate tension which O'Neill 
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1) 
JOHN BARTH'S 'THE SOT·WEED FACTOR' 
INCREDIBLE SPECTACULAR OF POET·HERO 
by LYNNE HONICKMAN 
In the last years of the seven-
teenth century there was to be 
found among the fops and fools of 
the London coffee houses one rangy, 
gangling flitch caLLed Ebenezer 
Cooke, more ambitious than talent-
ed, and yet more talented than pru-
dent, who, Like his friends-in-toLty, 
aU of whom were supposed to be 
educating at OxfOTd OT Cambridge, 
had found the sound of Mother 
English more fun to game with 
than her sense to labor over, and 
so rather than applying himself to 
the pains of scholarship. had learned 
the knack of versifying and ground 
out quires of coupLets after the 
fashion of the day, afroth with 
Joves and Jupiters, aclang with 
jarring rhymes, and string taut with 
smiles stretched to the snapping 
point . .. 
Combine the gullibility and bung-
ling of Gulliver, the grandiose 'ro-
mance' and purpose of Quixote, the 
philosophic optimism of Candide, 
the naive effrontery in Alice (of 
Wonderland fame) and you will 
have the beginnings of an insight 
into the wondrous innocence of 
Ebenezer Cooke, the incredible 
poet-hero, conceived and born from 
the head and hand of the no less in-
credible author, John Barth, in his 
third novel- , "The Sot-Weed Fac-
tor." 
Outrageously Funny Extravaganza 
In this epic, satirical farce whose 
endearing quality is a lush temeri-
ty that promises EVERYTHING . . . 
and then delivers it, Barth, like his 
hero, remains uncorrupted. He em-
ploys an exquisite style, form, 
thought and language in this day 
and age when, according to Gran-
ville Hi c k s (Saturday Review) 
"Most novelists and poets not only 
don't think but believe that think-
ing is futile." In this time of con-
fusion when virginity is more ob-
solete than absurd and story-tell-
ing an anomaly, Barth has the 
splendid audacity to fashion an 
outrageously funny extravaganza 
whose raison d'etre is a Poet Lau-
reate '''resolved to chastity." 
As poet, this Ebenezer was not 
better or worse than his feUows , 
none of whom Left behind him any-
thing nobLer than his own poster-
ity; but four things marked him off 
from them. The first was his ap-
pearance ... 
The second was his age . . . 
The third was his origin 
and . . . 
The fourth thing . . . was his 
manner . .. 
Ebenezer . . . though his appear-
ance rendered inconspicuousness 
out of the question, was bent to 
taciturnity and undemonstrative-
ness. He was even chilly. . 
Some took this withdrawal as a 
sign of contempt . . . Others took 
i t fOT modesty; others fOT shyness; 
others for artistic OT phiLosophicaL 
detachment. Had i t been in fact 
symptom of anyone of these, 
there would be no taLe to teLL; in 
truth, however, this manner of our 
poets grew out of something much 
more complicated, which well war-
rants recounting of his childhood, 
his adventures, and his uLtimate 
demise . . . . 
'Barth's inimitable intellect selec-
tively renders and expertly incor-
porates all kinds of knowledge 
(history, psychology, sci e n c e , 
etc. . . )into the harrowing trials 
that beset the picaresque virgin as 
he roams the world in an effort to 
write an epic poem, ''The Mary-
landiad," (a commission resulting 
from his having been appointed Po-
et and Laureate of Maryland). 
Hero Stranded "<In Isle 
IAt one point, after a narrow es-
cape from drowning, the hero de-
cides, by way of his extensive fac-
tual reading about mythical is-
lands, that the isle he has been 
washed up on "haply ' tis Atlantis 
risen from the sea, or the Sunken 
Land of Buss old Frobisher found; 
happly 'tis Bra, whose women have 
much pain in bearing children, or 
magic Daculi, the cradle island, 
where they go for gentler labor." 
His companion answers that he 
couldn't care less where they are as 
long as "we be not killed by sal-
vages. 'Tis a thing rve feared since 
we stepped ashore. Did ye read 
what manner of husbands the 
wenches have?" 
And when finger-tip funds of 
fact - that I so meagerly illus-
trated - yield insufficient fare for 
Ebenezer's erratic journey through 
Maryland (capture by Indians, ex-
ploit by pirates, rebellion, the kid-
napping of his sister, Anna, by the 
Prince of Ahatchwhoops, intrigues 
and collision with every Beggar's-
Opera-type character from thieves 
to make-believe kings to dope ped-
dlers to his old tutor, Henry Bur-
lingham ill, in various pseudo-
nyms and poses for the purpose of 
finding the true Burlingham I and 
il, to the unearthing of the amaz-
ing diary of Capt. John Smith . . . ) 
when all of this - the seemingly 
senseless - begins to dictate its 
own kind of sense, Barth, with a 
masterly sense of timing, blissfully 
submerges us into his mainstay: a 
brilliant inventiveness and humor 
richly laced with magical word-
sounds. Carlyle has stated that 
"'true humor springs not more from 
the head than the heart. It is not 
contempt. Its essence is love. It is-
(Continued on Page 3, 001. 4) 
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Letters ... 
Acclaim for Dads' Weekend 
To the Editor: 
Everyone has been talking about the suc-
cess of Dads' Weekend, and I'd just like to 
add my thoughts to the many. The campus 
was "alive" this weekend and a welcome 
change it was! I just couldn't stop smiling the 
whole weekend and my Dad wasn't even with 
me. I had a superb substitu~ who willingly 
gave of his talents duribgthe Sextet perform-
ance Saturday night . . . and the rest of the 
time I was escorted by a young-looking fath-
er. I watched, I listened, and I joined in the 
laughter - I have never seen such an array 
of happy faces at Beaver (and I've been on 
the lookout for three years!) 
Each event was planned beautifully, and all 
the "behind the scenes" workers deserve much 
credit for their tireless efforts. I have pictures 
of the weekend, and in a few weeks I'll be able 
to relive the weekend from the relay race 
with that wondrous egg to the grand finale of 
the Variety Show executed by the "Dia-
pered Daughters" Sue Schwarze and Sally 
Jaycox. I can still hear their fathers as they 
questioned in hysterical disbelief, "Is that my 
daughter?" 
The Sunday morning chapel service left me 
with a different form of exhilaration, perhaps 
too personally abstract to examine here. All 
who participated did so with the sincerity of 
expression that kindles the warmth of fellow-
ship. The sermon on "Fulfilling Fatherhood" 
was indeed the climax Dr. Hall had hoped it 
would be. It carried a meaningful message 
and created a lasting impression on each 
father and each "most cordially welcome 
eavesdropper. " 
For those of you who missed the Dads' 
Weekend, may I suggest that you talk with 
someone who participated - some of the spirit 
is bound to rub off! And keep in mind, ap-
proximately 700 of you have next year to look 
forward to. Wish I didn't have to graduate! 
A Most Cordially 
Welcome Eavesdropper, 
Linda Brackin 
Manuscripts Sought 
To the Editor: 
There is a definite need to establish an inter-
collegiate forum for academic dialogue in or-
der to achieve the goal of integrated knowl-
edge as the mark of a true education. 
If you happen to share this conviction, we 
would be more than happy to consider your 
college's manuscripts (articles, essays, re-
views) in the field of the writer's choice for 
publication in the forthcoming issues of the 
Logos J ournal. Manuscripts (4 to 8 typed 
pages, double spaced) should be sent to: 
Holy Family College 
Grant and Frankford Avenues 
Torresdale, Phila., Pa. 19114 
The Logos Journal of Holy Family College 
asks your cooperation as editor of the paper 
to publicize our request for manuscripts for 
the journal. If you would be kind enough to 
help us in our search for manuscripts by pub-
lishing a notice in your paper, we would be 
very grateful. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, 
and we hope that Beaver College will be rep-
resented in our next issue of the Logos Jour-
nal. 
Editor-in-Chief 
Yours truly, 
Regina Mengis, 
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UNIV. OF PA. STUDENT DISCUSSES 
IMPRESSIONS OF SOUTH VIETNAM 
FROM FIRST HAND OBSERVATION 
by MARTY KEARN 
Richard Freeman, a 20-year old 
University of Pennsylvania under-
graduate majoring in American 
Studies, has just returned from 
South Vietnam. Monday evening, 
October 24, the impressions of his 
three-month observational experi-
ence were the subject of an infor-
mal discussion . Richard visited 
Vietnam as one of a hundred Amer-
ican college students sponsored 
by the U. S. State Department to 
observe the political, economic, mil-
itary and social conditions of the 
past summer. 
Employed as a photographer for 
Justpol, an American agency deal-
ing with rural redevelopment near 
Canton, S. Vietnam, Richard con-
fined his impressions, thoughts and 
conclusions mostly to the southern 
delta area of South Vietnam where 
he lived . 
Commenting on the recent an-
nouncement that the U. S . forces 
were organizing to make the first 
major effort in the Delta, Richard 
said, "I'm not sure I think that's a 
good idea . Most Americans living 
there think it would be a serious 
mistake. To have the U. S . in the 
rice paddies is the justification the 
V. C. is waiting for to fight ." 
Concerning the terrorism of the 
local populace of a neighboring 
Canton, Richard answered that they 
"were manipulated by both sides 
15 much as each side could ." 
Saigon afer than New York 
But how about the personal safe-
ty? Richa~d said that the South 
Vietnamese countryside, especially 
canal areas, had been "riddled by 
aerial and artillery bombardments 
by the U.S. and South Vietnam." 
Ironic but true, he then added, 
~gon -- even though for differ-
ent reasons -- is in many ways 
more safe than walking around 
New York ." 
The next focus was on the Viet-
namese people. As opposed to the 
European sense of rural communi-
ty, the Vietnamese village is a row 
of 9-12 houses, on a lake or canal. 
'The most important thing to the 
Vietnamese peasant is his land, not 
only because it is his only source 
of income but also his source of 
inspiration. 
"The primary unit to the Viet-
namese is his family. To a Vietnam-
ese peasant, when you talk about 
government, you talk about village 
government. These people have al-
most no sense of what a national 
state is." The political implications 
Danforth Lecturer 
(Continued from Page I , Col. 2) 
made several triI>s through several 
countries of Latin America. 
Have-nots Ripe for Change 
He noted that in his travels he 
met people from a variety of fields 
and stated, "Millions of people in 
underdeveloped areas are discover-
ing at last that they need not be 
chained forever to hunger, pover-
ty, illiteracy, and disease. And 
they are ripe for vast political, 
economic, and social changes--now. 
The ideas which win the allegiance 
of these millions may well deter-
mine the form these changes will 
take and shape the world's future 
for years to come." 
In the fall of 1965, Dr. Gonchar-
off also visited Hawaii, Japan, Tai-
wan, Hong Kong, Thailand, India, 
!gypt, Greece, and Italy. In the 
Asian countries he met with prime 
ministers, ministers of foreign af-
fairs, ministers of education, re-
presentatives of business and of 
youth organizations, particularly 
student associations. 
The visit of Dr. Goncharoff is 
made possible by a project begun 
in 1957 and sponsored jointly by 
the Danforth Foundation and the 
Association of American Colleges, 
with the purpose "to strengthen the 
intellectual , the religious and the 
cultural aspects of liberal educa-
tion in the United States." 
He is one of several scholars or 
~alists from this country and a-
broad chosen by the Foundation 
IIId the Association's Arts Program 
for campus visits during the cur-
academic year. 
of this social structure are obvious; 
if their primary allegiance is to 
family not the state, the Viet farm-
er doesn't mind accepting money or 
goods from the state because he 
will utilize it in his family con-
cerns. Also, the lack of communi-
ty --or sense of community as the 
West understands it --makes reor-
ganization and redevelopment of 
these rural peasant villages very 
hard to initiate and to maintain. 
Richard was impressed with the 
confusion and general not-know-
ing- what- the- war- was_ about-
ness of the peasants. He concluded 
that the people of Vietnam do not 
know what they want, if they want 
anything. 
He stated, "I came to the conclu-
sion that you can' t argue or justify 
this war according to the populace; 
that there is no basis for a stand in 
the war according to that widely 
flung phrase, 'what the people 
want. ' The journalists __ especially 
the liberal journalists -- writing for 
foreign coverage in Saigon, tend to 
generalize the attitudes of the Viet-
namese people. People in urban 
areas are more politically aware. 
What's happening in Saigon is not 
what's happening here." 
Two Plan of Attack 
Unknown to many Americans, the 
U. S . involvement in Vietnam has 
two 'plans of attack .' First, of 
course, is the military. The second, 
which Richard emphasized as a 
"very strong second, as far as I and 
the other Americans I've talked 
with feel ," lies in a village-by-
village reconstruction. 
JUstpol, the agency Ric h a r d 
worked for, designed and completed 
such projects of rural redevelop-
ment. Richard cited the village of 
Fun Ding, where he worked for a 
while, as "extremely successful." 
The procedure is as follows: an 
advisory team of four or five Amer-
ican soldiers (one medic, one en-
gineer, one civic and one leader) go 
into a district town (district town 
is our equivalent of county seat) . 
This advisory team works as a liai-
son between the Viet military offi-
cer of the town and the peasants to 
cond uct ci viI affairs proj ects of 
their own. 
But it is to be noted that no mat-
ter who wins, the V.C. or the U.S., 
there will be a great cultural 
change in Vietnam. "The Vietnam-
ese peasants are caught in the mid-
dle -- not having caught our sense 
of change, and yet being forced by 
both sides into the modern world 
because of the war ." 
Would a U. S. or V. C. victory 
prove the better outcome for Viet-
nam? Richard was undecided . He 
Celt that as it looks now, as the 
rural reconstruction was going, 
there is reason to believe that a 
U. S. \vin would be more beneficial 
to the people. However, in Ameri-
ca's long-run program, he couldn't 
guarantee success of the original 
aims of the program. ' 'To me it is 
impossible to see who would be best 
winning." 
The final tone of the discussion 
was the consensus of both Richard's 
experience and the others' belief, 
that none present could find any 
justification for this war. 
Free Tuesday Night? 
Help us Type. 
Come to Beaver News Room 
on Nov. 8 at 8 p.m . 
English Club Will Oversee 
'Postcard Critics' Proiect 
How to encourage high-school 
students to watch good TV drama 
is the task facing the English Club, 
in cooperation with Delaware Val-
ley high schools, as they begin a 
new project known as "Postcard 
Critics." 
In an attempt to counteract Bat-
mania and similar TV-inflicted ma-
ladies, Postcard Critics will meet 
teenagers on their own grounds by 
means of a "'pop" approach. 
How does Postcard Critics work? 
Through radio, newspaper, and TV 
publicity, students in some 50 high 
schools will be encouraged to watch 
the good , specially-prepared-for-
television dramatic productions on 
Channel 12's "NET Playhouse," 
ABC's "'Stage 67," NBC specials, 
and other networks. 
NET's offerings this fall include 
"The Journey of the Fifth Horse," 
"L'Aventura," and "Victoria Re-
gina." Next spring, NBC will tele-
vise Peter Weiss's new play, "The 
Investigation. " 
The dramas are televised twice 
- on Friday and Sunday nights. 
Questions Asked 
A question and a four-cent post-
card are the next steps. A specific 
question about that week's play, 
designed to direct the critical think-
ing of students, will be publicized 
in the classroom, on the air, and 
in print. 
The question must be answered 
on the back of the postcard . This is 
where the English Club comes in. 
A group of English Club mem-
bers, led by Holly Hoffman and 
Nancy Otis, will read the postcard 
criticisms and choose the ten best 
from all over the Philadelphia area. 
Winners will receive free tickets to 
the Theatre of the Living Arts and 
other area playhouses, and other 
prizes yet to be determined . 
Ultimately, English Club mem-
bers, assisted by teachers, might 
even take up the task of devising 
the question of the week. 
The high school teachers whose 
students submit the most entries 
will become eligible for a special 
prize -- the dream of a week in 
London viewing British theatre and 
television. 
Hazard Instigat'Or 
Back of Postcard Critics is Dr. 
Patrick D. Hazard, chairman of 
Beaver's English Department. He 
submitted the idea to the Philadel-
phia School Board, September 12, 
gained their approval and that of 
curriculum specialists in the area, 
and the program got under way Oc-
tober 28-30 with Tennessee Wil-
liams's "'Ten Blocks on the Camino 
Real." 
"'We hope to give Postcard Crit-
ics a 'pop' image, so it will appeal 
to the student in the vocational or 
slower track, as well as to the stu-
dent in the honors classes, who 
would probably watch programs 
like these anyway," explains Dr. 
Hazard . 
Anyone interested in being a cri-
tic's critic by helping to select the 
winning entries or by working on 
Postcard Critics promotion is asked 
to contact Nancy or Holly. 
Around Town 
Edouard Manet -- the largest 
exhibition of his works ever as-
sembled in this country, including 
200 paintings and prints, will be at 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
Nov. 3-Dec. 11. Gallery talks will 
be given daily at noon. 
• • • 
A new musical will open at the 
Locust Theater, Broad and Locust 
Sts., Phila. Molly Picon, Menasha 
Skulnik, and James Shigeta will 
star in "Chu Chem," which will be-
gin its four-week run Nov. 9. 
• • • 
Joan Sutherland and Anselmo 
Colzani will perform Donizetti's 
"Lucia di Larnmermoor" at the 
Academy of Music, Nov. 1 and 4. 
Tickets are awilable at the Aca-
demy five days prior to the perfor-
mance. For further information, 
call PE 5-7572. 
• • • 
The Peale House, 1811 Chestnut 
St., Phila., exhibits American art. 
The forthcoming show will be 
'\Margaret Gest and Former Chair-
men of Juries" which will run from 
Nov. 4 to Dec. 11. 
• • • 
Jean Martinon will conduct the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra at the 
Page Three 
FACULTY LECTURER 
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MISS HELENE L. CRAIG, instructor in Gennan, will present the second 
of the Beaver College lecture series, November 8, at 8:15 p.m., in the 
Mirror Room: Grey Towers. Her topic will be "The Arti t as an Exile 
from Reality.' All tudent are invited to attend. 
Barth ••• 
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 3) 
sues not in laughter, but in still 
smiles which lie far deeper." It is 
this kind of humor that is Barth's 
strength. He combines keen wit 
with genuine funniness, and the 
result is a feeling that begins in 
the fingers and toes, surges for-
ward like an ocean current to build 
and culminate in gusby, renascent 
laughter. 
.An instance of the latter occurs 
when Ebenezer is caught crouching 
in a stall by Tim Mitchell who im-
mediately accuses him of trying to 
seduce Tim's beloved (a shoat) 
SUZie. ("Her name is really Portia. 
'Tis father calls her Suzie after a 
whore of a mistress he once had.") 
Ebenezer reels -- physically re-
volted at even the thought of an 
amorous liaison between man and 
beast -- despite Tim's sober asking 
if it would be better for the sweet 
and gentle Portia to be given "to a 
lecherous boar in yonder pen . . . 
Think 0' her as your own dear sis-
ter, sir: would ye consign her to be 
ravished by a filthy beast?" 
Seduction Debated 
"I would not," Ebenezer ex-
claimed, "and I am affronted by 
the analogy! In sooth I cannot tell 
who's beastlier, the buggerman or 
the boar; 'Tis the viciousest vice 
I e'er encountered!" 
" . . . Ah , sir, no amorous prac-
tice is itself a vice -- can ye be in 
sooth a poet and not see that? 
Adultery, rape, deceit, unfair se-
duction -- 'Tis THESE are vicious, 
not the coupling of parts; the sin is 
not in the act, but in the circum-
stances." 
"What you say may well be true, 
but you speak of men and women 
" 
"Shame on a poet who harkens 
so lightly!" Timothy chi d e d . 
"'Twas male and female I spoke 
of, not men and women." 
And after two more pages of hil-
arious haggling with each man 
maintaining his position . . . . 
"Perversity, Mr. Mitchell!" the 
Laureate scolded. "You've parted 
company now with Plato and 
Shakespeare, and with every other 
gentleman as well!" 
"But not with mankind," Timo-
thy declared. "Europa, Leda, and 
Pasiphae are my sisters; my off-
spring are the Minotaur, and the 
Gorgons, and Centaurs, the beast-
headed gods of the Egyptians, and 
all the handsome royalty of the 
Academy of Music, Broad and Lo-
cust Sts., Phila., Wed., Nov. 9. The 
concert will be at 8:30 p.m. Ticket 
prices range from $3.00 to $6.00. 
fairy tales, that must be loved in 
the form of toads and geese and 
bears. I love the world, Sir, and SO 
make love to it! I have sown my 
seed in men and women, in a dozen 
sort of beasts, in the barky boles of 
trees and the honeyed wombs of 
flowers; I have dallied on the black 
breast of the earth, and clipped her 
fast; I have wooed the waves of 
the sea, impregnated the four 
winds, and flung my passion sky-
ward to the stars!" 
Ebenezer backed away from Tim 
"who he began to fear was mad." 
"'Tis a most -- most interesting 
point of view," he said. 
"I was sure 'twould please ye," 
Timothy said. "Tis the only way for 
a poet to look at the world." 
Biting Testimony to Disillusionment 
And so it goes in this long, rich 
and exciting novel . . . from the 
beginning quest to write the 
"'Marylandiad" to the final realiza-
tion which is not the epic, but a 
biting testimony to disillusionment, 
"The Sot-Weed Factor." 
A wise man once stated that "in-
tellect, talent, and genius, like 
murder, will out." He who would 
seek for application of the latter 
need only read "The Sot-Weed 
Factor" to discover for himself a 
new and truly great American nov-
elist. 
-John Barth's first novel ''The 
Floating Opera," was published in 
1956; his second, "End of the Road," 
appeared in 1958, "The Sot-Weed 
Factor" followed in 1960, and in the 
summer of 1966 came the publica-
tion of "Giles Goat-Boy," a novel 
which has been hailed as the mod-
ern Pilgrim's Progress. 
Continental Study 
Announcement 1967 
Continental Study Projects, Inc., 
specialists in study holidays abroad, 
again announces its College Budget 
Special for the summer of 1967. 
The program, which includes a 
round-trip flight via Icelandic Prop 
Jet 400, consists of 65 days abroad 
with study at accredited universi-
ties. 
Students also have the choice of 
living with selected families or 
campus residences and are entitled 
to a First Class Eurailpass for one 
month, excursions, recreation and 
sport activities. The total cost of 
the program is $865. 
For more information about this 
"budget program" write to Contin-
ental Study Projects, Inc., 527 Ma-
dison Avenue, New York, New York 
10022. Phone: (212) PLaza 2-8887. 
Social Scientists: Lindquist, J uilani, Taylor, Green, Abernethy. 
Beethovens: Kuncio, Breyer, Stu rgis, Swaim, Huel; Referee: Brasharcs. 
BEAVER NE W S 
Campus Round 
Freshman Council elections were 
held on Oct. 18. The results are: 
Kistler - Peggy Franklin, Diane 
Miner; Dorm B --Jill Platt; Thom-
as - Meryl Joseph; Dorm C -Jane 
Owens, Ginny Burch; Villa --Ann 
Hessler; Towers - Diane Mahan; 
Day Students - Susan Eisenberg. 
• • • 
Le Cercle Francais will reserve a 
table in the dining room every 
Thursday evening at 6 p.m. Sign-
up sheets will be on the dining 
room door each week. 
• • • 
Dr. Arthur C. Breyer, chairman 
of the Chemistry and Physics De-
partment, recently gave two lec-
tures at the first Annual You t h 
Science Conference of the Pennsyl-
vania Future Scientists of America 
held at Plymouth-Whitemat'sh High 
School. The group, consisting of 
250 leaders of science clubs of 
Pennsylvania and their faculty sci-
ence sponsors, heard student pap-
ers as well a lecture by attending 
professors. Dr. Breyer spoke on 
"Molecular Disease, Molecular Evo-
lution, and Hemoglobin Composi-
tion." 
Faculty Scrimmage VIVID AND EXCITING TRIP TO SPAIN 
In Touch Football HIGHLIGHTS SUAREZ FAMILY'S SUMMER 
On Fri. Afternoons 
In a fiercely fought and fumbled 
touch football contest the Social 
Scientists downed the Beethovens 
in an 18-0 savant slaughter on an 
imaginarily bounded field on Tow-
ers lawn. Though completed passes 
were infrequent, ball positions were 
often determined as "somehere 
around there," and there was 
smoking by the team while on the 
field, the quipping quarterback and 
glib guards of the "S. S." staved 
off the licentiate linebacks with 
exceptional pundit punting and 
sure, continual yardage gains for 
second, third, and fourth downs 
(they don't use first downs). 
"Publish or perish" became "pass 
or perish" as spectators cheered, 
"Roll over Beethoven" and "Give 
us an 'A,' give us an 'A,' give us 
an 'A,' give us an 'A' - what have 
you got? -a 3.0." 
This was the second in a series of 
Friday afternoon (3:30-4:40) scrim-
mages. The first was also won by 
the Social Scientists as the y 
t r 0 u n c e d their opponents 18-6. 
These stalwart and vital souls will 
continue to play until the weather 
"becomes too cold." 
'Long Day's ... • 
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 3) 
seems to say informs the soul of 
the human drama of alienation and 
reconciliation, played out in the 
microcosm of the family. 
Marty Vale as Jamie Tyrone and 
John Flynn as Edmund, Eugene 
himself, bring considerable skill to 
the roles of the two haunted sons. 
Particularly in the final inebriated 
confessional, Vale creates a mood, 
and if at moments his shifts from 
anger to elegy sound abrupt, per-
haps this is Irish rather than ec-
centric. As Edmund, Flynn is apt 
spiritual and visual foil for his 
brother's longer-eroded hop e s . 
Charlotte Jarvis makes the only at-
tempt at Irish brogue in her en-
thusiastic interpretation of the 
maid Cathleen. 
Rather than O'Neill's realistic set, 
characteristically detailed to the 
titles and worn edges of books in 
their cases, Ted Moore, imagina-
tively implementing director Louis 
Lippa's decision to symbolize, has 
designed a stage shrouded in dark 
blue draperies, relieved by amber 
lintels over skeletal white door and 
window frames. 
Lighting is both realistic and 
symbolic, following O'Neill, as day 
fades into the longer night and 
fog engulfs the world both outside 
and in. Costumes remind that the 
time is early twentieth century. 
by MARIA M . SUAREZ 
With the modern means of trans-
portation, it is marvelous what one 
can see on a short trip. My hus-
band, my son, and I saw so much 
on our trip to Spain during the 
month of August. In our case, we 
concentrated on the principal places 
of historical, artistic, and literary 
interest for one who is a student of 
Spanish culture. 
We traveled by plane to Lisbon 
where we spent several days, then 
took a bus to Seville which gave us 
a leisurely trip through the lush-
green country, sparkling like an 
emerald under the bl:azing Andal-
usian sun. We were fortunate to 
have arrived in Seville during one 
of their greatest religious festivals, 
Nuestra Senora de los Reyes, 'Which 
honors the patroness saint of the 
city and is held each August 15. 
A great procession, bearing the 
Virgin from her shrine, circles the 
cathedral before returning with her 
to her altar. 
We took an unforgettable car-
riage trip through the Barrio de-
Santa Cruz, the oldest section of 
the city; a trip backward through 
time over the cobble stones stilI 
ringing with the sound of the con-
qui tadores who passed through its 
narrow streets. 
Another bus trip through south-
ern Spain and we were in Granada 
and historic Alhambra, the city of 
the Moorish kings and Washington 
Irving's inspiration, and the beau-
tiful fountains of El Generalife. 
We arrived in Madrid by train, 
leaving the hills of southern Spain 
for the flat even country of the 
central portion. The contrast was 
striking. 
Mad rid I Focal Spot 
Madrid, for us, was the Biblio-
teca de la Academia and other such 
institutions. It was also a home base 
for many side trips into the sur-
rounding area. 
We went to El real monasterio 
de San Lorenzo del Escorial, situ-
ated about 31 miles from Madrid. 
The Escorial is comprised of a 
monastery, a church, a royal pal-
ace and a mausoleum. Built in ful-
fillment of a vow made by Felipe 
II after the victory of the Spanish 
army on San Lorenzo's Day, 1557, 
over the French the Escorial is con-
sidered to have one of the finest 
libraries in the world. 
The royal mausoleum holds in its 
vaults the remains of Spanish roy-
alty. There was a near feeling of 
awe as we stood before the sarco-
phagi of Carlos V, Felipe li, and 
other kings and queens of Spain. 
Toledo is El Greco. As we ap-
proached the city we saw the vista 
of El Greco's masterpiece before 
our eyes. We visited the house 
where the artist lived when in Tol-
edo, now a repository for all man-
ner of objects identifiable as having 
belonged to El Greco. 
the brink of the Valle de los Caidos, 
a part of the monument to the dead 
who fought on both sides in Spain's 
Civil War. The monument itself is 
a cross, more than 480 feet high 
which stands on the apex of the 
mountain overlooking the Valle de 
los Caidos. An altar was built at the 
exact center of the foot of the cross, 
in a tunnel 480 feet below the crest 
of the mountain - an astounding 
feat of engineering. The tunnel 
walls are honeycombed with crypts 
which already hold more than 
50,000 of the Civil War dead. 
We left Madrid reluctantly, ar-
riving in Barcelona by train at a 
most fortunate time. We were able 
to attend the opening session of a 
reg ion a I educational convention. 
We also toured the Diputacion 
Provincial, the magnificent palace 
from which the government of the 
Province operates. In the Museo de 
la Historia, we saw ruins of ancient 
Roman forums which had been re-
cently excavated. We could not 
leave Barcelona, however, until we 
had seen one of its most remark-
able edifices, the Expiatory Tem-
ple of the Holy Family, conceived 
and designed by the great architect 
Antonio Gaudi. The temple has a 
fantastic sense of ethereal lightness 
achieved from the rugged strength 
of stone. 
,From Barcelona we bid a formal 
farewell. It would be our final 
leavetaking of Spanish soil; there-
fore, it must be special. With our 
cordial host, Professor M 0 vii I a 
Gonzales, we climbed to the top of 
Monjuich in late afternoon. The 
panorama that spread into the dis-
tance before us was breath taking. 
Barcelona, the city and the prov-
ince, Spain itself, shimmered in the 
approaching radiance of sunset. Its 
beauty, the remembered hospitali-
ty, warmth and gaiety of its people, 
brought a lump to the throat and a 
yearning to stay here even though 
the heart quickened already to the 
joy of our Philadelphia homecom-
ing. 
Wednesday. November 2, 1966 
S. E. ASIA SUBJECT OF WASH. SEMINAR; 
RUSK AMONG SPEAKERS AT IRe ASSOC. 
by PAT WERTMAN 
In early October the Sheraton 
Park Hotel in Washington, D. C. 
was the scene of a four-day semin-
ar on Southeast Asian Affairs. This 
seminar was presented by the As-
sociation of International Relations 
Clubs. Beaver College was repre-
sented by Dr. David Gray, Grace 
Whitney, and Pat Wertman, advis-
or, president, and program chair-
man of the International Relations 
Club, respectively. The conference 
dealt with the problems and the 
development of all of Southeast 
Asia. Each Southeast Asian coun-
try was covered in depth by an 
expert with first-hand knowledge 
of the country. 
Secretary of State Dean Rusk 
was the principal and opening 
speaker of the seminar. In the West 
Auditorium of the Department of 
State he discussed and answered 
questions on United States policy 
in Southeast Asia, especially Viet-
nam. Other speakers included for-
mer Ambassador Charles F. Bald-
win, who spoke on Malaya; Ber-
nard B. Fal!, on insurgency in 
Southeast Asia; Wesley R. Fishel, 
on Vietnam; Willard A. Hanna, on 
Indonesia; Kenneth P. Landon, on 
Thailand and Laos; Louis J. Walin-
sky, on Burma; and Donald E. 
Smith, on the role of religion in 
Southeast Asia. 
The lectures given were intended 
to provide the listener with factual 
background information, rat her 
than to generate support for any 
given foreign policy stand. 
Bernard B. Fall discussed the 
history and characteristics of guer-
illa warfare. He emphasized that 
ihis type of warfare is a battle for 
men's minds, unlike conventional 
warfare which is fought for terri-
tory. If a guerilla war is to be won, 
solutions must be found to the 
problems on the social, political, 
and economic front. The other 
speakers emphasized the immense 
complexity and scope of the prob-
lems facing Southeast Asia. One 
of these problems is a population 
growth which exceeds the rate of 
economic growth. This leads to a 
lowered level of subsistance and to 
land pressure. This was one factor 
which caused the experts to agree 
that the island of Java in Indonesia 
is potentialIy one of the most ex-
plosive areas in the world. 
Gap Are Widening 
The experts also agreed that the 
gap between the technically ad-
vanced nations of the West and the 
underdeveloped nations in this area 
is widening, in spite of economic 
aid. Thailand was the one nation in 
Southeast Asia which the experts 
felt was making progress in dealing 
with its problems. 
This conference was also a pro-
gram meeting for the Middle At-
lantic Region of which the Beaver 
International Relations Club is a 
member. It provided a wealth of 
ideas which will be incorporated in 
the program of Beaver's Interna-
tional Relations Club. This club 
will hold its first meeting on Nov_ 
ember 2. The club seeks to develop 
an awareness, knowledge, and un-
derstanding of foreign affairs by 
the presentation of speakers, films, 
and panel discussions. It sponsors 
participation in the national model 
United Nations and attendance at 
conferences in the field of foreign 
affairs. It also provides information 
about travel, work, and study a-
broad and abouL,graduate work in 
the field of international relations. 
The theme of this year's club meet-
ings will be "Africa: Change and 
Continuity ." 
There are 75 tickets for the 
Theater of the Living Arts avail-
able at the bookstore. The next 
play to be given is "'Room Ser-
vice," by Boretz, on November 
29. 
Secure your tickets as soon as 
possible. The cost for the series 
of five plays is $13, which in-
cludes transportation. 
Gourmet Corner 
Good. Authentic 
French Cuisine 
At La Chaumiere 
by PEGGIE FRIEDBERG 
Romance . .. Quiche Lorraine 
. . soft French music . . . Boeuf 
Bourguignon . . . checkered table-
cloths ... 
La Chaumiere, 2040 San s 0 m 
Street, Phila., is a charming new 
restaurant offering all the above 
and more. It is small and provides 
!!he perfect atmosphere for a leis-
urely and romantic dinner. 
The food is French - real French 
- from Tarte aux Oignons (French 
onion pie) to Crepe Farcie a la 
Langouste (French pancake filled 
with lobster Newburg). For those 
not so adventurous as to try these 
there is Boeuf Bourgignon (beef in 
red wine) or Truite Amandine. 
There is also a delicious homemade 
Soupe a l'Oignon - thick with 
cheese pared from the whole ra-
ther than grated. 
Dinner Is Slow, Relaxing 
La Chaumiere is the place to go 
for a slow, relaxing dinner. You 
may easily spend two or three 
h 0 u r s talking between hors d'-
oeuvres and cafe with P§tisserie or 
Peche Melba or Meringue aux 
Fraises or any of the appetizing 
desserts offered. 
One other comment: La Chaum-
iere eliminates a frequent source of 
embarrassment which happens to 
many of us when we enter French 
restaurants - how to read the 
menu? The reverse side of the 
menu is printed in English and in-
cludes explanations of some of the 
more exotic dishes. 
Remedial Reading 
Offered at Clinic 
The annual Beaver College Read-
ing Clinic began October 19. 
This program, designed by Dr. 
Adeline Gomberg, acting chairman 
of the Education Department, gives 
remedial reading to a group of 25 
children from the Ernlen Public 
School, ranging in age from seven 
to nine who are in grades from 
second to fourth. 
Initiated this year, with the aid 
of Dr. Samuel Cameron, is a psy-
chological experiment attempting to 
prove that the attention provided 
for small groups in the two-hour 
sessions and Dr. Gomberg's books 
will create a greater motivation to 
learn. The gains of this experiment 
\vill be measured by the rise in 
reading levels during the period of 
the clinic. 
As a reference, a control group 
of the same number, ages and 
grades has been set up at the Ern-
len School with shorter, but more 
frequent, remedial reading sessions 
given by one teacher to an entire 
class. 
Will this etching of an old wound 
wear through time? Surely as a 
play to be read. But its full enact-
ment requires gifts both prodigious 
and patient. The Cheltenham play-
ers have performed devotedly and 
with considerable success t his 
tragi-drama, which asks no assists 
to attention from either the drama-
turgy of the theaters of cruelty and 
the absurd or the tunes and choreo-
graphy of the musical stage. 
Monument to Civil War Dead 
Not far from Madrid, we stood on Children from EmIen Public School on way to Beaver Reading Clinic. 
In the past, the Reading Clinic 
has proved successful for the chil-
dren, as well as valuable experience 
for those futUre teachers involved. 
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For almost 36 hours this weekend
remained imbued with spirit an
affection humor that never be-
fore felt toward Beaver activity
To analyze Dads Weekend without
acknowledging the intangible as-
pects would be to remove the bind-
lug force of the event and underes
timate the challenge given to the
Athletic Association to kindle these
peculiar and elusive qualities
This challenge was compounded
by the responsibility of inaugurat
ing such an activity The event was
suggested by Judy MacCrate 65
AA president and advanced by
the newly formed Beaver Circle of
Parents Official planning began last
June in an extensive cooperative
effort which also included the aid
of Playshop and the
YWCA
Weekend Goes Smoothly
The weekend outstanding in
creating variety and almost preci
sion organization The coffee hour
the first event set festive and re
laxed mood for the day The en-
tertainment at this time provided
by the Beaver community was ap
propriate and well received
picnic lunch on Towers lawn corn-
bined two noticeable elements of
the weekend the sumptuous food
and the perfect weather
The highlight of the weekend if
highlight can be delermined was
the afternoon activities Though the
softball game was somewhat ham-
pered by having 27 on team
maybe next year there can be two
games both the volleyball and
softball games with the daughters
competing against their Dads were
enjoyed so much that the AA had
serious difficulty in ending
games However the novelty ac
tivities made up of relays the
fathers joining the girls this time
were so clever and original tha1t
they received as much enthusiasm
as the team sports
The old-time movie and bridge
games planned for less ambitious
fathers were less well received The
old film though perhaps classic
seemed poor choice and this
area of sedentary activity could
stand some more vitality
Varsity Alumnae hockey
game played in mid-afternoon
was perhaps the most spivited
sports event held here in long
time This was due to the large
number of spectators something
the Varsity has wanted all season
especially the Dads among them
who enjoyed the exhibition of fancy
tick work demonstrated by the
All-College alumnae
After-Dinner Entertainment
After dinner the Variety Show
helped bind the mood The hula
and the father-daughter folk duo
were good The Theater Playshop
presentation daughters
opposite their fathers though it
lacked polish was marvelous
idea It could be developed for the
next Dads Weekend
The dance with an exceptionally
good band and surprisingly well at-
tended faltered with fast tunes and
picked up with slower pieces The
fathers found it glittering eve-
ning and the songs of the Castle-
aires and sextet contributed much
to its success
On Sunday the chapel service
aptly concluded the weekend as it
pointed up the genuine essence of
the venture the qualities we had
enjoyed mutually
But with the conclusion of the
first Dads Weekend there is cer
tam sense of foreboding The suc
cess of the weekend was almost un
canny Can it ever be achieved
again Can the spirit and novelty
be integrated again and carried on
It will be difficult task but
neCeSSaXY one in order to recreate
vital and intangible experience not
ritual observance
by JUDY QUIGG
Gore Vidals topic when he spoke
at Cheltenhani High School
Tuesday was the novel in the sci
entific age and he did talk about
that but he also talked about lot
of other things
And he said lot that made
sense
Vidal swings Hes the author of
Visit to Small Planet num
ber of screen plays the recent pop-
ular novel Julian
He spoke of leisure and how to
handle it Work will become the
pleasure leisure the dangerous
burden the problems of aliena
.tion wandering lonely as
crowd and the defection from
the novel by the general reader
Were moving back to the the-
atre the story experienced as in
movies and television As for all
those paperbacks that are sold
theyre consumed not read
As movies become less literary
novels become cinematic Id advise
anyone studying the novelists of to-
day to study the films they saw
as children
Show me the films man sees
and Ill show you what hes ray-
aged by Could we have had
Norman Mailer without Humphrey
Bogart
The use of the first person in
the novel today Vidal said came
Poetry Reading
At Coffee House
Campus poetry-lovers will have
chance to show off their favorite
works this Friday at 830 p.m when
English Club sponsors poetry
reading in Forums Coffee House
The Scarlet House of the Grey
Moods in the Faculty Chat
Students may read their own
poetry or that of favorite poets
They will be accompanied by gui-
tarists who will also perform in-
dividually
Ellen Coleman is chairman of the
poetry reading first of its kind to
be held on campus
because were facing insignificance
in eternity The personalizes the
matter gives the writer sense of
identity
Dont Teach the
Contemporary Novel
Vidal doesnt think the contem
porary novel should be taught in
the schools If it has to be taught
its obviously not making much of
an effect
For that matter novels as such
probably shouldnt be taught All
that does is make the kids hate
them so much theyll never read
another one as long as they live he
noted dryly
It must be difficult for writer
critic-politicianobserver on
current scene to try to find some-
thing to say to the Culture-hungry
Masses of suburbia
Vidal however did whether his
audience took it as he would have
had them take it or made it into
what they wanted it to be is an-
other question
The problem today is that weve
been trained to think we can solve
everything by analysis Unfortun
ately it doesnt work that way
Students taking Special Studies
English 40 next semester will be
having rare kind of opportunity
For Studies in Comparative Con-
temporary Fiction which will be
taught by Mr Robert Kuncio
will take them into areas of litera
ture that are not usually included
in the average curriculum
The course will consist of discus-
sions of the works and styles of
twentieth-century writers from all
over the world from Proust to
the present as Mr Kuncio puts it
Small projects will be undertaken
in the study of such writers as
Durrell Heller Pinche Pasternak
Sholokhov Celine Burgess Sillone
and Singer
The students will be approaching
the literature they are reading with
many critical techniques Mr Kun
cio has already asked those taking
the course come prepared with
some knowledge of Freud Jung and
mythology
Great attention will be paid to
an analysis of the development
and comparison of different writers
using the same techniques while
at the same time having different
backgrounds and contrasts will be
noted through for instance the
original writing of Alain Robbe
Grillet and the traditional Thomas
Mann
Explore Contemporary Styles
English 40 will allow students
ON TO THE SPORT
Activities Variety Show Dance
Spark First Father-DaughterWeekend
Peace Corps Placement tests
are being given on November 12
at am and on December at
p.m in Room 111 Custom-
house Second and Chestnut
Streets in Philadelphia For fur-
ther information write Peace
Corps Washington 20525
Commentaryfrom Gore Vidal
On Novels Science Leisure
Mr Kuncio To Teach Special Course
Comparative Contemporary Fiction
explore the most contemporary
styles of writing as they are maui-
fested by the most contemporary
writers and in this way give them
an evaluation of the problems that
exist in the twentieth century
In order to demonstrate various
ways of looking at our troubled
age such works will be examined
as the psychological writing of Na-
bokov the impressionistic writing
of Proust surrealistic writing
of Landolfi and the black humor
of Barth
Some of the books that have been
included in the syllabus are
Swanns Way by Marcel Proust
The Sound and the Fury by Wil
ham Faulkner Selected Stories by
Thomas Mann Siddhartha by Her-
mann Hesse The Trial by Franz
Kafka Under the Volcano by Mel-
colm Lowry The Last Temptation
of Christ by Nikos Kazantzakis
Watt by Samuel Beckett The Voy
eur by Alain Robbe-Grillet The
Fall by Albert Camus Roman Tales
by Alberto Moravia Labyrinths by
Jorge Luis Borges Nabokovs Do-
zen by Vladimir Nabokov The Lime
Twig by John Hawkes
This course which has been pre
registered and at this writing is
closed will be seminar with no
exams and the only prerequisites
are freshman English Literature of
East and West and the willingness
to read about six thousand pages
to in semester
IS CLOVER SHOP
Doors Below Bank
at 117 EASTON ROAD GLENSIDE
CASUAL SPORTSWEAR
ACCESSORIES
II ISRuzzo Pizzeria
Restauranf
1OMATO PIES
SPAGfEUI RAVIOLI
Known 1/2 around
th world
TU 7-2927
21 East Gknsid Av.nue
Glensidie
Sacceffas Esso
Free PIck-up and DeIlv.ry
LUBI OIL CHANGE WASH
AUTO REPAIRS
TOP VALUE STAMPS
259 South EASTON ROAD
Next to Penn Fruit
Open Days Week
7A.M.-IIP.M
hear the brilliant sound of
STAN GETZ
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 18 1966
HAVERFORD COLLEGE
tic..Ch s.d Csk it S51e1r4 Itd.-mok whidi ld.ituly ..I th .d.ct if Tha C.ICSI Cpay
do
in concert
830 P.M
Reserved seats $3 For tickets call or write the Box Office Haverford
College Haverford Pa MI 2-7644
Allan Gurwood Says
For Better Jewelry Gifts Weather Goods and Silverware
at better prices come to
MELROSE JEWELERS
246-248 KESWICK AVENUE
GLENSIDE PA TU 6-9220
FINE WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIR
Open Eves Mon Wed Fri Ui 930 P.M
Hours Daily til 530 P.M
AMPLE PARKING
Coca-Cola adds extra fun to datingsingle or double Thats because Coke has
the taste you never get tired of always refreshing
Thats why things go better
with Coke after Coke after Coke
$oe.d .d Ih .ffiodty .f lb C.ca.Cdu C.pa bp
NEWS
nesday November
The Forty-Fifth
Anniversary
and Commencement Exercises
of Beaver College
and Musical Institute
at the College Chapel
Beginning Sabbath
June 12 at p.m
Thus begins commencement
program from 1895 recently found
by the family of senior Heather
Riddle
The young lady attending Beaver
in 1898 lacked many of the educa
tional opportunities afforded pres
ent students but she enjoyed one
aspect of the college which we do
not She was member of coedu
cational institution
Beaver Coeducational
For 35 years 1872-1907 men were
enrolled in what was then Beaver
College and Musical Institute By
charter granted in 1872 what had
been Beaver Female Seminary
since its founding in 1853 became
Beaver College and Musical Insti
tute college for the education of
both sexes in all the branches of
learning usually taught in the col
leges and seminaries of the United
States and also in such fine arts
as may be authorized by the Board
of Trustees
An 1899 commencement program
found with the other includes
list of the graduating seniors The
class included 25 students divided
into three fields of concentration
Literary Music and Commercial
The Literary Department was com
posed of three students the Music
Department of ten and the Corn-
mercial Department of
There were nine male students in
the class all of whom were mem
bers of the Commercial Depart
ment
Major events of commencement
week in 1898 and 1899 were Piano
Contest the participants in each
competing for gold medals and the
Planting of the Ivy ceremony
Class Day tradition which survived
until 1962
Women Only
Beavers years of male enrollment
ended in 1907 from then on the
college was exclusively for worn-
en At the same time the name
was simplified to Beaver College
Records make it possible to go
still further back into Beavers his-
tory In 1953 bulletin for the
Centennial year member of the
class of 1861 reminisces about her
life as student at Beaver Female
Seminary then single three-
story brick building in Beaver
Pennsylvania
The College grounds were en-
closed by high board fence ex
cept immediately in front of the
building where to the delight of
the girls gratings were used In the
rear two cows were pastured
describes the building
There were in all twenty-seven
rooms above the basement includ
ing large dining-room Two large
rooms were school rooms two
smaller ones were music rooms
of course we were all crowded to-
gether the Doctors family teach-
ers and girls alike We had bare
floors not hard wood and either
brought our carpets with us or
clubbed together to buy cheap ones
We had red woolen corded bed-
spreads and straw mattresses
which were freshly filled when they
became too thin Our wardrobes
were made of straight up and down
boards There was table and
looking glass but no bureaus
and rocking chairs were luxuries
that few were able to have
Each of us had our town table sil
ver napkins and napkin rings We
took them with us to our rooms
washing the forks and spoons as we
left the dining room Oil lamps fur-
nished the light Now do not
think that we were uncomfortable
or unhappy We had as much
fun and frolic as girls have today
although in very different way
Evolution Transition Preservation
So from single building for
female youths to coeducation-
al college and musical institute to
womens college divided between
two separate campuses
College has evolved to its present
status Significantly it is not only
the quest for fun and frolic which
has survived this transition but the
ideal behind the institution
June 1881 editorial in the Col
lege Messenger antecedent of
Beaver News expressed the editors
belief that man would not always
be superior to woman but that
some day women might even be
given the right to vote The stu
dent wrote .. already the day
is dawning woman has always
had the rule in private and now
the time has arrived for her to as-
sert herself in public
Now 84 years later having ac
cepted and rejected the idea of the
education of men Beaver College
remains dedicated to womens
need for higher education and
societys need for educated women
Stein
Continued from Page Col
Nouns Are Names
Gertrude Stein moved into litera
ture alone with courage stubborn-
ness implicit faith in her own pri
vate vision and she was inflexible
in her convictions throughout her
long life She wrote the way she
believed writing should be writtenAs say noun is name of
thing and therefore slowly if you
feel what is inside that thing you do
not call it by the name by which it
is known Everybody knows that by
the way they do when they are in
love and writer should always
have that intensity of emotion
about whatever is the object about
which he writes And therefore and
say it again more and more one
does not use nouns Verbs and
adverbs are more interesting In the
first place they have one very nice
quality and that is that they can
be so mistaken noun has
been the name of something for
such
very long time That is the
reason that slang exists it is to
change the nouns which have been
names for so long say again
Verbs and adverbs and articles and
conjunctions and prepositions
lively because they all do some-
thing and as long as anything does
something it keeps alive Poetry
and Grammar Gertrude Stein
Gertrude Stein conducted life-
long love affair with words In an
essay about language she became
sincerely passionately involved
with of all things parts of speech
The courageous reader who is will-
ing to scrutinize the enigma the
bold reader who rushes to follow
Stein where she will lead is em-
barking on an encounter with
landscape that is vast in scope
richly colored intensely stimulat
ing landscape that becomes
broader and fuller the more deeply
one penetrates
Theater Playshop is providing the
rare opportunity for such an ex
perience In 1952 Beaver Colleges
Theatre presented the world pre
niiere of Doctor Faustus Lights the
Lights Now fitting celebration
of Beavers newly rennovated thea-
ter Steins magnificent play is be
ing staged again Steins challenge
is being met with innovations in
sound movement setting and light
by provocative highly inventive
theater group
Death at Age 72
Gertrude Stein died on July 27
1946 suffering from an abdominal
tumor in an advanced state of ma
ignancy When she had come
out of the anesthetic her mind was
clear enough to formulate for the
last time the simple yet inexhaus
tible problem to which she had ad-
dressed the energies of lifetime
of scientific curiosity and aesthetic
adventure What is the answer
she asked There had never been
reply to satisfy her and finally and
again there was none In that case
she said what is the question
Brinnin She never spoke again
but died later that Saturday at the
age of 72
Despite never finding the an-
swer Gertrude Stein never ceased
to ask the question Doctor
Faustus Lights the Lights is part
of the fabric of that life-long ask-
ing Come one and come one at
time but really expect and re
ceive great many Thank you for
hurrying through Gertrude
Stein
$50 gift certificate from Peck Peck thats worth an all-nigh ter
Heres how
easy it is you know what Peck Pecks advertising campaign is like Every ad
starts off There is certain kind of woman who All you have to do is finish the sentence
Here are few examples of headlines that Peck Peck has run
There is certain kind of woman who applies perfume so that it whispers never shouts
For this woman there is certain kind of store Peck Peck
There is certain kind of woman who can spot formation or Chanel suit at 50 yards
For this woman there is certain kind of store Peck Peck
There is certain kind of woman who reads Sartre but is secretly in love with James Bond
For this woman there is certain kind of store Peck Peck
Its easy to think up some more And there will be winner from each college campus
You might be that certain kind of girl who wins $50 gift certificate from Peck Peck
But hurry contest entries must be submitted November 12Now well start you off There is certain kind of woman
CONTEST RULES
Only registered students of this college are eligible but any one student may submit as many entries
as he or she pleases All entries must be personally given to the manager of Peck Peck store on
or before November 10 1966 Each entry must be stamped by the store manager in order to be eligible
for judging There will be one winner on each college campus who will receive $50 gift certificate
redeemable for Peck Peck merchandise Winning entries may be used in whole or part in Peck
Pecks advertising at the discretion of Peck Peck Winners names may be used at the discretion
of Peck Peck The judging of the contest will be done by Peck Pecks advertising agency Their
decision will be final Winners will be notified by December 1966 All entries become the prop-
erty of Peck Peck If Peck Peck uses any entry for advertising purposes either in whole or part
that does not win $50 prize Peck Peck will pay $10 for each such entry Contest not valid where
prohibited by law
Peck Peck
Avenue of fhe Shops Old York Road
Jenkintown Pa
From
Retrospect on Beavers Iran
by CONNIE DIAMOND
certain kim
of woman
who
Areyou that certain kind of girl
whos been itching to write
Peck Peck ad of her own
If you areyou mightwin $50
GiftCertificate
